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PASPA

OVERTURNED
Professional and Amateur Sports
Protection Act of 1992
It is unlawful for a state or
state-owned entity to “sponsor,
operate, advertise, promote…a lottery,
sweepstakes or other betting,
gambling, or wagering scheme based
on…one or more competitive games
in which amateur or professional
athletes participate and moreover
bans states from licensing or
authoriz[ing] by law or compact” any
such gambling activities.
Exempt: Oregon, Montana, Delaware
and Nevada

The U.S. Supreme
Court’s decision on
May 14, 2018 brings
major changes to the
U.S. gaming market.
PASPA was reviewed by the U.S.
Supreme Court in connection with a
case filed by the State of New Jersey
challenging the constitutionality
of the law.
Even with the Supreme Court’s ruling,
the Wire Act and other federal gaming
statutes may continue to impose
certain limitations on interstate sports
betting and require careful navigation
in the context of mobile and
intrastate wagers.

U.S. LOTTERIES

NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
70%

Sample U.S.

Lotteries Regulate
of
Legal Sports Betting Globally
• $135B in Legal Sales (2016)
• 60+ Countries Worldwide Allow Legal Sports Betting
• 9 of Top 10 Countries for Sports Betting Sell Thru Lotteries

35x Larger Illegal Market
• 2016 NCAA Men’s Basketball
Tournament $262M or 3% of
total bets placed legally in Nevada
• $9.2B or 97% of total bets
placed illegally across the U.S.

• $150B Estimated Illegal Sales per year

Sports Impact

• 7% CAGR in Nevada since 2005

220,000
U.S. Lottery Retailers
Large Distribution
Network

$22.5B
U.S. Lottery
Contributions to
Beneficiaries (2016)

Brand integrity,
responsible gaming
controls and
distribution networks
are valuable to
maximizing
regulated sports
wagering

70%
Global Legal Sports
Betting Regulated
by Lotteries

Scientific Games: Market Leading

Sports Betting Supplier Globally

25+ 20+ 100%
Lottery Sports Customers
Local sports solutions
teams on 4 continents
around the globe

34x Larger Illegal Market
• 2018 Super Bowl
• $138.5M or 3% of total bets
placed legally in Nevada
• $4.6B or 97% of total bets
placed illegally across the U.S.

Current Situation
• $4.9B Legal Sales in Nevada (2017)

Sports
Betting
Channel

Consumer Acceptance of Sports Betting

CALL TO ACTION:
Current U.S.
Legislative Action- With the Supreme Court decision on

U.S. Sports Betting

U.S. Lotteries
Are Naturally
Positioned to
Regulate the

SPORTS BETTING

Years of Experience
History of successful sports
solutions and customer
growth

Regulated
Have only conducted
business with lotteries
and operators in regulated
sports betting markets

to the U.S.
Lottery Industry

PASPA, the U.S. gaming landscape will
change. Lotteries must educate
stakeholders in advance of legislation,
or risk future funding for beneficiaries.

“Legalized U.S. sports betting will dramatically change the
gaming landscape. If lotteries do not participate, they will
face a significant threat to future beneficiary funding from
increased gaming competition. As the global leader in
sports betting technology and services for lotteries, we are
excited to help our lottery customers achieve their
business goals.”

– Pat McHugh, Senior VP Global Lottery Systems,
Scientific Games
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U.S. lottery
jurisdictions capable
of regulating sports
wagering to support
beneficiary funding

• #1 sports betting platform globally
• Billions in sports bets processed annually
• Trusted supplier to 150+ lotteries globally
• Fastest growing lottery systems supplier in U.S.

U.S. Sports Legislative Best Practices to Responsibly Regulate and
Maximize State Profits PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION:
• Structure to successfully compete against illegal sports betting
through broad regulated product distribution, and efficient tax and
operating structures
• Open all regulated channels including lottery retail, internet & mobile
• Prohibit gaming entities not benefitting lotteries from accepting bets
on lottery games
• Open the sports betting market by legalizing an activity that state
residents engage in on a regular basis

• Keep statutory framework simple and set sports
betting details in regulations
• Eliminate illegal operators through a proper tax
and regulatory structure
• Bring substantial tax revenue to the state
• Block black market operators, and institute
consumer protections

*As of press time. Subject to change based on state legislative activities.
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